Dugin Admits He Studies the Kabbalah in Hebrew

The Communist Dugin, who designed the policy for Jewish Putin’s regime that is run by Chabad Rabbis in Moscow (Chabad is the Kabbalistic, Rabbinical movement funded by Rothschild), proudly admits to another Jew in this debate that he (Dugin) has read the Jewish Kabbalah in Hebrew. Note that Dugin is a surname among Jews:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/3Fi3h3plJXlv/

Dugin sits on political councils of Euro-Asian Jewish confederations and Dugin openly expresses nothing but hatred for the White Race. This Kabbalah crypto Jew Dugin wants to create the official union of Jewish Christianity and Jewish Marxism into Communist Christianity. He does admit that Marxism is the secular version of the Orthodox Christian church, as the Pope Francis admits that Marxism is the secularization of the Christian religion. The major Marxist leader of the current era, Dugin is no surprise a Hebrew fluent individual with a common Jewish surname that is an adept in the Jewish Kabbalah that speaks nothing but hatred against Whites and promotes the movement for a world Jewish government. Dugin’s hatred for the White Race comes from the Jewish Kabbalah that calls the White Race “Amalek”, which is the occult name in Hebrew for Satan. The Kabbalah states that the race of Amalek is to be totality destroyed.

The Jews always follow the Kabbalah and the Rabbis, the Sadoks, are the adepts of Kabbalah. The Kabbalah is the oral Torah in Judaism and is the key to understanding the written Torah, which contains the occult and open instructions for the Jews to conqueror the Gentiles nations and destroy them and create a global Jewish Kingdom in which the King of the Jews the Messiah will rule.
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